Opportunities in the teaching of medical specialties, regarding influenza and COVID-19
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Abstract

Medical specialties’ teaching is an area of health systems that deserves special consideration in light of the lessons learned from influenza and COVID-19; educational programs and implementation of the training strategies that are used must be re-evaluated, since the level of training of most specialty students does not allow to consider them as personnel who can face these global problems. The number of specialization courses has exponentially grown, and their main threat is the cancellation or partial execution of their academic programs as a consequence of not implementing functional operational strategies during a contingency.


Introduction

Infectious pandemics occur when a new virulent microbial strain emerges against which the human population has no immunity and causes significant numbers of sick people and deaths. In the 20th century, the influenza virus caused three of them: the Spanish flu (1918), the Asian flu (1957) and the Hong Kong flu (1968),1 and one more in 2009 caused by the type A H1N1 subtype.2 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported at least 52 million accumulated deaths among all four,3,4 which corresponds...
to approximately 18 million less deaths than those caused by both world wars,\(^6\) 118 times more than the 439 thousand deaths resulting from the five earthquakes with the highest number of deaths in modern history. COVID-19 accumulates 9.8 times more deaths than those caused by H1N1 influenza in 2009 (Fig. 1).

Health crises are situations that provide the opportunity to reorder health systems, since to confront them, those actions that show limitations during the contingency are modified.\(^7\) General consensus establishes that pandemics are inevitable, and it could therefore be assumed that the world is prepared to deal with these events that are of high-impact on the population;\(^8,^9\) however, analysts have reiterated that there is insufficient preparedness for an adequate response, and they predict the collapse of hospital systems and the loss of many lives for that reason.\(^10\)

According to the experts, after overcoming the COVID-19 crisis, problems in the economy, education and health will be the consequences for inadequately prepared countries.\(^11-13\) Unfortunately, in medicine, the opportunities epidemiological demographic and economical changes generate to make adjustments to their programs are missed, with losses of similar magnitude to ignoring the occasions to vaccinate individuals.\(^14-16\)

Medical education is an area of health systems that would deserve special considerations during the time in which post- and pre-pandemic periods coincide (an interval that begins when a crisis is overcome and a new alert is opened waiting for another contingency),\(^17\) during which the learned lessons can be analyzed. In this period, improving teaching in medical courses should be imperative, based on an analysis of the actions that have been carried out, evaluating the successes, placing special emphasis on errors and pointing out improvements. The results and conclusions will be the bases for the pre-pandemic training of human resources, improvement of study plans, assurance of supplies and development of inter-institutional agreements, always considering that this period is of uncertain duration since it is difficult to predict when the next health crisis will occur. In both periods, which actually are inseparable and indivisible, the common factor will always be epidemiological surveillance and technological improvement (Fig. 2).

**Opportunities in medical specialty teaching**

Teaching in health, currently considered anachronistic, is in the midst of a transformation, in which the requirements for being admitted to a specialization
course, the quality of programs, the training strategies used and the way human resources can be included in the system that trained them must be reassessed, in order for the investment made to return benefits to the organization.17

Thus, health crises have at least two areas of opportunity for medical specialization. The first one can modify the form of teaching in medical specializations, so that in future events containment and mitigation measures do not impact on the development of operational programs and prevent their interruption. Generally, measures to contain the transmission of microorganisms that are transmitted from person to person, such as those of respiratory nature, are based on distancing and social isolation, whereby slowing the rate of spread of the disease is sought.6,18 In a poorly prepared system, these measures contribute to implement incomplete courses, with the risk of inadequate training of future specialist physicians.

The other area regarding medical education is related to the capability of pandemics to reveal systems’ poor responses, where scientists with limited knowledge and difficulties in decision-making stand out.19,20 Health systems should be better prepared in matters of teaching, have workers trained in handling general action protocols; otherwise, in conjunction with medical schools, they should acquire greater responsibility in the training of the physicians who will confront contingencies in the future.21 Every health professional should possess the basic knowledge that helps to reduce chaos, resistance and panic, but, above all, be a true support in the execution of decisions, protected by the global approach of a system that operates regardless of the nature of the pathogen or its origin.10

Factors associated with the fulfillment of academic programs during a pandemic

The number of specialization courses in medical residencies has grown exponentially. Contradictorily, investment and budget increase to support their success do not appear to be a priority for health systems,22 even though it is evident that the countries that have invested more in medical education and that have a structured selection system have improved their organizations until becoming the most important on the planet.23

In addition to the urgency and priorities that have to be addressed during a pandemic,24 hospital medical specialization courses have as main threat the discontinuation of their academic programs as a
consequence of their functional insufficiency and lack of educational strategies to provide them with solvency. Administrative disorder, improvisation, ignorance or unavailability of information and communication technologies (ICTs), lack of information banks with educational material or non-acquisition of teaching skills by teachers are the main causes that favor that an academic program does not continue in a contingency (Fig. 3). Achieving new teaching models based on educational design, use of emerging technology and focusing on future medical care needs are the main challenges of any institution immersed in education that claims to be successful.

The use of ICT for online or distant learning may solve the impossibility of conducting sessions with the traditional group technique during respiratory disease outbreaks. Few studies have reported the experience of using ICT in medical residencies, even though general idea is that they are widely used; however, greater integration of study plans is required. Real-time or deferred online transmissions are highly useful tools not only in health crises; their use as a complement or as a primary form of contact is increasingly common in professions where time is limited and some content to be reviewed at pre-established times is chosen. The economic aspect represents also an argument in favor: online learning is considered low-cost, and thus it could be taken more advantage of in medicine.

Based on these concepts, collaborative-cooperative strategies constitute an improvement option, some based on “the inverted classroom”, where each student reviews the thematic contents at his/her own pace and preserves virtual group meetings to carry out exercises or simulations that reinforce things learned. This strategy includes conducting trials and video analyses, as well as virtual troubleshooting.

Group sessions should encourage the formation of teams to solve problem exercises, analyze texts, use double-output diaries and compete in games, in such a way as to avoid the traditional modality of teachers before passive students, who should assume responsibility for activities; teamwork forces them to participate in sessions. This should be the routine way to work the theoretical part of courses, whether or not there is an epidemiological emergency. As a complement, medical schools should implement programs to increase the teaching experience and communication skills of their professors, in addition to demanding for them to improve their teaching process (Fig. 4).

### Teaching on the management of pandemics and disasters

The document on preparedness and response in the face of a pandemic, developed by the World Health Organization, establishes that planning and advance preparations are essential to attenuate the impact of influenza pandemics.
Despite the above, the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic did not represent the creation of a long-range program for health professionals; while the epidemiological surveillance system did improve, response capacity of the institutions, hospitals, and health personnel directly involved in care did not. The ideal scenario would be for each stakeholder to know what they have to do, how and why. Neither was there an improvement in the university curricula for increasing knowledge in public health and disaster medicine. Unfortunately, students will assume important decision making on future events without the necessary training, for example: anesthesiologists and critical medicine specialists provide comprehensive medical care in emergency departments, operating rooms and intensive care units, although few receive training in disaster medicine and epidemiological contingencies.

Medical residency represents an opportunity to implement training interventions that promote appropriate
professional skills and behaviors. Health education is necessary in order to raise awareness among health workers, hence proposals have been made for greater investment in their training so that they can help mitigate the risks posed by disease outbreaks. The task is not always easy, as there are technological, language and time barriers and, above all, no linkage to existing study plans, the contents of which are saturated (Fig. 5). Simulation-based knowledge acquisition can be found at practically all levels of medical training; investment can be high and it requires an economic evaluation to know if a system is capable of including it in its programs.

In addition to the above, there are few specialties where courses such as Advanced Life Support in Trauma, Basic Life Support or modules aimed at reviewing public health concepts are required. If, in addition, the lack of workshops and drills in disaster management and health contingencies is added, it is explained why medical students and specialty students cannot be considered a response group for health contingencies.

**Perspectives and conclusions**

Public health experts have pointed out the need of preparedness to face a pandemic of similar dimensions to that caused by influenza in 1918, with the main problem of not knowing how or when it will occur. They have assumed that influenza virus H9 subtypes (mainly H9N2) could be responsible, due to their high rates of zoonotic infection and pandemic potential, which is why efforts have been focused on them.

At 11 years of the influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, the SARS-COV-2 virus emerged, with a high possibility of person-to-person transmission and a calculated lethality ranging from 5 % to 6 %, which has forced social isolation, with the consequent impact on economy all over the world. The health measures learned throughout history, many of them since 1918, are implemented one century later in a world that is poorly prepared for a health crisis such as the one COVID-19 is causing. In addition, fear and psychological-psychiatric problems are added, as well as health personnel mistrust with regard to authorities, related to the lack of knowledge on the containment and mitigation measures; those who do not know the basic elements will feel threatened, without the proper guidance and direction of a leader. The epidemic externalizes usual or “endemic” personal and institutional deficiencies; fortunately, they can be solved through investment in education, among other things.

Contrary to the general perception that physicians are professionals of rapid response to disasters and pandemics, the conclusions drawn in different scientific journals indicate that the training of medical professionals does not allow them to establish themselves as personnel who can face them, despite the willingness to do it. Furthermore, in crises there is an imminent risk of academic courses discontinuation, with the consequent poor preparation of students, which forces the review of the teaching process.

Structural modifications of an academic program are difficult owing to all the influencing factors; furthermore, they depend on the organization examining its educational situation, proposing solutions, revolutionizing its system and taking into account the best scenario to achieve its goals. Both health crises and disasters favor the change of educational paradigms, as long as the opportunity is not missed.
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